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Organized Campaign by Pro-Government and Anti-Liberal 

Facebook Pages against Protest Rally 

The Parliament’s November 14 decision to vote down the constitutional amendment on transition to fully 
proportional electoral system from 2020 triggered large-scale protests outside the Parliament building on 
Rustaveli Avenue. On November 18, the Georgian government used riot police to disperse the peaceful 
protest rally. Protests resumed outside the Parliament building on November 25 and at dawn on November 
26, police again dispersed the protesters using water cannons.  

From November 14 through December 3, amid ongoing protests, the Media Development Foundation 
monitored the activities of Facebook pages and revealed an organized campaign, aimed at discrediting the 
peaceful rally on Rustaveli Avenue and the opposition, as well as justifying the government’s actions, 
which was carried out in a form of sponsored posts.   

Key tendencies   

The monitoring has revealed the following tendencies:   

● 69 Facebook pages were involved in the campaign against protests with the majority (41) affiliated 
with the government, among them 27 pages targeting the government’s opponents; four pages belonging 
to or supporting the ruling Georgian Dream party; 11 pages of media outlets with pro-government editorial 
policy, as well as the pages positioning themselves in social networks as media outlets.  

● 21 anti-liberal, 3 anti-Western and 3 mixed content pages were involved in the campaign against the 
rally.  

● 25 out of 69 identified pages were created in 2019 and 18 – in 2018.  
● Two cases were revealed when a page operating as a media outlet was either administered by a party 

activist (G the TV), or in the past the page operated using the name of Georgian Dream 
(საინფორმაციო გვერდი / Information page). 

● The monitoring has revealed that an open Facebook page “საინტერესო” (Interesting) is administered 
by anti-liberal page ““მოვკვდები საქართველოსთვის” (I will die for Georgia); presently the group’s 
co-admins are deleted troll profiles.    

● The government-affiliated pages have a total of 295 admins; the majority of them (30) administer the 
Facebook page of Kvira.ge, a media outlet with pro-government editorial policy; anti-liberal and anti-
Western pages have a total of 82 and 17 admins, respectively.  

● One of 15 admins of anti-Western Facebook page “აზიმუტი” (Azimuth) administers the page from the 
Russian Federation.  

● The monitoring has revealed five Facebook pages, which were spreading identical content at short 
intervals in order to discredit the rally. It means that these pages might be administered by one and the 
same people. Four of these pages are spreading anti-Liberal content (Pressტიტუცია/Presstitution, 3,14 
ზდეც, Fაქტები and  Revelation), and one – anti-Western (Blue Soviet Union / ლურჯი საბჭოთა 
კავშირი).  

● Some cases were revealed when anti-liberal and anti-Western pages targeting the government’s 
opponents were sharing one and the same content from each other.  

● 50 sponsored posts were released against the protest rallies during the monitoring period.  
● The following messages were spread as part of the organized campaign:  

● The protesters are representatives of LGBT community and they are imposing homosexuality on us;  
● The protesters are fighting against the church;  
● The rally on Rustaveli Avenue is illegal and represents an attempted revolution;  
● The demonstrators have been bribed by the opposition; 
● The proportional electoral system is anti-constitutional;  
● Sexist messages were spread against female opposition leaders;  
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● Nino Burjanadze’s visit to Moscow was generalized to the entire opposition spectrum through using 
fake news and various visual manipulations.  

● The dynamics of page activity increased in a period between November 14 and November 25, amid 
ongoing protests, further decreasing in December; it indicates that the pages intensified their efforts 
during the anti-government rallies.  

Pages involved in the campaign  

The monitoring has revealed that 69 Facebook pages were actively involved in the campaign against 
protests; we have divided them into two groups:  

1. Pro-government pages (41) 
2. Anti-liberal and anti-Western pages (24).  

Pro-government and government-affiliated pages can, in turn, be divided into the following categories:  

1. Pages targeting opponents (27) 
2. Media outlets with pro-government editorial policy (11), involving both Facebook pages of traditional 

media outlets and those positioning in social networks as media outlets.  
3. Pages belonging to or supporting Georgian Dream (4).  

Besides the anti-liberal and anti-Western pages, we separated three pages without a clear-cut policy in the 
category “Various”:  

1. Anti-liberal (21) 
2. Anti-Western (3)  
3. Various pages with mixed content (3)    
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25 out of 69 identified pages were created in 2019 and 18 – in 2018. 
 

Pages targeting opponents - 

27 

Total number of admins - 162 

Pages 

belonging 

to or 

supporting 

the ruling 

party – 4 
Total 

number of 

admins - 

37 

Pages of media outlets with pro-

government editorial policy – 11 

Total number of admins - 96 

Anti-liberal pages - 21 

Total number of admins - 

83 

Anti-Western 

- 3 

Total 

number of 

admins- 17 

Various 

Total 

number of 

admins - 

10 

Traditional 

media pages  

Facebook media 

outlets  

  

Nika Kvirikashvili's Blog  

18.11.2019 

Admin: Unidentified  

ლიდერი 
41 

20.02.2019 

Admin: - 3 

მედიაჰოლდინ
გი "კვირა" 
01.07.2019 

Admin:   -30 

“ინფორმაცია 

დღეს 

16.08.2019 

Admin :3 

Pressტიტუცია/Presstituti

on 

09.11.2019 

Admin - Unidentified 

Blue Soviet 
Union / 
ლურჯი 

საბჭოთა 
კავშირი 

09.11.2019 

Admin: 
Unidentified 

სიმართლ
ე 

04.11.2018 

Admin: - 3 

დასასრული 

16.10.2019 

Admin:  - 6 

ბიძინა 
ივანიშვი

ლის 
მხარდამჭ

ერები 

22.05.2018 

Admin:  - 7 

რეპორტიორი 

17.04.2013 

Admin:  - 8 

Infomedia+ 

12.01.2019 

Admin:  - 6 

3,14 ზდეც 

11.11.2019 

Admin:  - Unidentified 

ა ზ ი მ უ ტ ი 

19.12.2017 

Admin:  - 15 

ქართული 
გვერდი / 
Georgian 

Page 
28.12.2018 

Admin:  - 3 

პოლიტიკური სააშკარაო 

14.01.2019 

Admin:  - 5 

Bidzina 
Ivanishvili 
& Media 

09.10.2011 

Admin:  - 
19 

მარშალ პრეს 

20.02.2015 

Admin:  - 7 

Caucasus News 
Report 

17.07.2019 

Admin:  - 5 

Fაქტები 

10.07.2019 

Admin:  - 3 

კავკასიელ
ს 

არასდროს 
ერქმევა 

ევროპელი 

09.02.2016 

Admin:  - 2 

 
დედაქალ

აქი 

29.06.2016 

Admin:  - 4 

მიმისტრი 

18.02.2019 

Admin:  - 5 

ქართული 
ოცნება 

12.10.2011 

Admin:  - 8 

For.ge - 
საინფორმაცი

ო, 
ანალიტიკური 

პორტალი 

22.12.2010 

Admin:  - 8 

ეროვნული 
მედია 

02.11.2018 

Admin:  - 6 

Alt-Group • ალტ-ჯგუფი 

 06.11.2019 

Admin:  Unidentified 

   

მეხუთე კოლონა 

03.04.2019 
Admin:  - 5 

  

    G the TV 

05.12.2018 
Admin:  - 1 

საქართველო 
უპირველეს ყოვლისა 

23.02.2019 

  Admin:  : 1 

    

პოლიტიკური სამრეცხაო 

25.04.2019 

Admin:  - 6 

    ტელე სკოპი 

25.08.2016 

Admin:  - 13 

ქრისტიანებმა 
გავაზიაროთ 

18.06.2019 

Admin:  5 

    

ქართული სახელმწიფო 

20.03.2019 

Admin:  - 3 

    საინფორმაცი
ო გვერდი / 
Information 

Page 

04.02.2014 

Admin:  - 9 

სულით ქართველი  
19.01.2019 

Admin:  4 

    

ნაცების დასაცინი 
ოფიციალური საააგენტო 

14.05.2019 

Admin:  - 8 

      პატრიოტული გვერდი 

24.05.2019 
Admin:  - 2 

    

სირცხვილის კორიდორი 

21.05.2019 

Admin:  - 8 

      Antiliberal League - 
ანტილიბერალური 

ლიგა 

18.03.2019 

Admin:  - 4 

    

https://www.facebook.com/nikakvirikashvilisblogi/
https://www.facebook.com/geoleader41/
https://www.facebook.com/geoleader41/
https://www.facebook.com/kvira.ge/
https://www.facebook.com/kvira.ge/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/%E1%83%98%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A4%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90%E1%83%AA%E1%83%98%E1%83%90-%E1%83%93%E1%83%A6%E1%83%94%E1%83%A1-109531140407377/posts/?ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/pg/%E1%83%98%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A4%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90%E1%83%AA%E1%83%98%E1%83%90-%E1%83%93%E1%83%A6%E1%83%94%E1%83%A1-109531140407377/posts/?ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/Press%E1%83%A2%E1%83%98%E1%83%A2%E1%83%A3%E1%83%AA%E1%83%98%E1%83%90-Presstitution-100728148059223/
https://www.facebook.com/Press%E1%83%A2%E1%83%98%E1%83%A2%E1%83%A3%E1%83%AA%E1%83%98%E1%83%90-Presstitution-100728148059223/
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A0%E1%83%AF%E1%83%98-%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%91%E1%83%AD%E1%83%9D%E1%83%97%E1%83%90-%E1%83%99%E1%83%90%E1%83%95%E1%83%A8%E1%83%98%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98-Blue-Soviet-Union-110475937067159/
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A0%E1%83%AF%E1%83%98-%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%91%E1%83%AD%E1%83%9D%E1%83%97%E1%83%90-%E1%83%99%E1%83%90%E1%83%95%E1%83%A8%E1%83%98%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98-Blue-Soviet-Union-110475937067159/
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A0%E1%83%AF%E1%83%98-%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%91%E1%83%AD%E1%83%9D%E1%83%97%E1%83%90-%E1%83%99%E1%83%90%E1%83%95%E1%83%A8%E1%83%98%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98-Blue-Soviet-Union-110475937067159/
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A0%E1%83%AF%E1%83%98-%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%91%E1%83%AD%E1%83%9D%E1%83%97%E1%83%90-%E1%83%99%E1%83%90%E1%83%95%E1%83%A8%E1%83%98%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98-Blue-Soviet-Union-110475937067159/
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A0%E1%83%AF%E1%83%98-%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%91%E1%83%AD%E1%83%9D%E1%83%97%E1%83%90-%E1%83%99%E1%83%90%E1%83%95%E1%83%A8%E1%83%98%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98-Blue-Soviet-Union-110475937067159/
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%A1%E1%83%98%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94-491714121314982/
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%A1%E1%83%98%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94-491714121314982/
https://www.facebook.com/tqvenidasasruli/
https://www.facebook.com/BidzinaIvanishvilli/
https://www.facebook.com/BidzinaIvanishvilli/
https://www.facebook.com/BidzinaIvanishvilli/
https://www.facebook.com/BidzinaIvanishvilli/
https://www.facebook.com/BidzinaIvanishvilli/
https://www.facebook.com/reportior/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARCoN9dwuuit0mcZFfE_vWMTz2ThcIFuz-BjUlbxsZ80CzyQq6Cy_lp4-uXfnJPelsZB1ddYbhBYG1c5&hc_ref=ARTXQGZuTgVaCFYq8Xf2KTfaK3m0_cYpdYBQqKTBd3B9yBSTrNF5VPzKzENFz2cUQuI
https://www.facebook.com/infomediaplius/
https://www.facebook.com/314-%E1%83%96%E1%83%93%E1%83%94%E1%83%AA-108526763936818/
https://www.facebook.com/front.ge/
https://www.facebook.com/QartuliGverdi/
https://www.facebook.com/QartuliGverdi/
https://www.facebook.com/QartuliGverdi/
https://www.facebook.com/QartuliGverdi/
https://www.facebook.com/politikuri.saashkarao/
https://www.facebook.com/BidzinaIvanishviliMedia/
https://www.facebook.com/BidzinaIvanishviliMedia/
https://www.facebook.com/BidzinaIvanishviliMedia/
https://www.facebook.com/marshalpress.ge/
https://www.facebook.com/Caucasus-News-Report-2273472162690550/
https://www.facebook.com/Caucasus-News-Report-2273472162690550/
https://www.facebook.com/F%E1%83%90%E1%83%A5%E1%83%A2%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%98-392254511421380/?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBHZVpVvSv3ANWLa1uT0A5dnZVu_N19sJfKCL8HknpL7QmBwOchGsF02TAfjnwO7PTnuju8EVGfUM4GRPmOSGKCm2AsVoaoSCw5d_eQUXHLJ-9ZXFQuTdf_cTFipKPX4G2Ws9HX7VtBhx5iE2_MJndb2iQm_qA-GlNlyy9t3j8KeNgKa015HKrKcu6UyUas4Mqpl5vxjWZHsa8UZbhV0FWOKa8HiFlyI3AhBnsDMJn_-hpSAsbZordEN5k6p6I36N4ZiNjcIzWOOkDkYp-E_FshlAfhgumP0bP43lHVpYZgq8XuyRUebakQn6ZRazfC7Gwrf8BGahkr2DD85mMtlhSvPZu2R6wBh3Co2nKX4kgiwwW9Aw0WoIS-InANKEejn-wJ6whKbgPzln0a-2RvVI5n1fqtOT2w85OTuV_GrCSNw84kSFCU5IsKyWTCNuM32FQK6UdnucP_SXSn_Th_jAJP4butLPEW3qViCurcC08
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%99%E1%83%90%E1%83%95%E1%83%99%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1%E1%83%98%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1%E1%83%93%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A5%E1%83%9B%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%90-%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%9E%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98-1063797520329047/
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%99%E1%83%90%E1%83%95%E1%83%99%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1%E1%83%98%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1%E1%83%93%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A5%E1%83%9B%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%90-%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%9E%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98-1063797520329047/
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%99%E1%83%90%E1%83%95%E1%83%99%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1%E1%83%98%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1%E1%83%93%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A5%E1%83%9B%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%90-%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%9E%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98-1063797520329047/
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%99%E1%83%90%E1%83%95%E1%83%99%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1%E1%83%98%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1%E1%83%93%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A5%E1%83%9B%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%90-%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%9E%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98-1063797520329047/
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%99%E1%83%90%E1%83%95%E1%83%99%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1%E1%83%98%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1%E1%83%93%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A5%E1%83%9B%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%90-%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%9E%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98-1063797520329047/
https://www.facebook.com/dedakalaki/?__tn__=kCH-R&eid=ARDlaK26e3pHK49kr810_Gr068BBm3IE9gT56cnnJZ7RxrnfcYuzmJ0xI69rWpem2JRTlZUXu2LBNldd&hc_ref=ART2gKS8iWQg11ox8F3akDpvYcGaaYMEqzxn-i7wroBVbVGZRRm546EYuRpouXtHb2Q&fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/dedakalaki/?__tn__=kCH-R&eid=ARDlaK26e3pHK49kr810_Gr068BBm3IE9gT56cnnJZ7RxrnfcYuzmJ0xI69rWpem2JRTlZUXu2LBNldd&hc_ref=ART2gKS8iWQg11ox8F3akDpvYcGaaYMEqzxn-i7wroBVbVGZRRm546EYuRpouXtHb2Q&fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/mimistrii/
https://www.facebook.com/GeorgianDreamOfficial/
https://www.facebook.com/GeorgianDreamOfficial/
https://www.facebook.com/www.for.ge/
https://www.facebook.com/www.for.ge/
https://www.facebook.com/www.for.ge/
https://www.facebook.com/www.for.ge/
https://www.facebook.com/www.for.ge/
https://www.facebook.com/georgiannationalmedia/
https://www.facebook.com/georgiannationalmedia/
https://www.facebook.com/altgroup01/
https://www.facebook.com/kol0na/
https://www.facebook.com/GTHE.TV/?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCgmTAP2SHSCP-dFB7aPGEGouKbgTpLv7zyywHLu9zK6KdhDfcySPZKUIcJcxJ2lFjsMvjG5qhpDPcbW6a5MvVrnPl9T1z05nQzpsvcHAUMzrwMHI8hxKL6ovMpsE7yN9s87C0tIe3-fzwfCGduuM3G5_fhaYUKjIrKKFz5GTwL3cWrTFfanFcp9x38WLfGdj3X5PXNCyUNChaSHbDAxgeG2_GU_8_aBFnxt8U_1jdoy6aqj-qWN5cgW0LIov15VgQpY4PXFsnZ1-Dm67ANbYykpbZwiXzdol-a9FGHayWJaDw-NCedW7sHFpqRRUmXLerJIJUp9OQDRYuigC5puA6_1ggvtJtfFNhDlCryrSKF5_bi5ez_-E23-BmP5VGLGQq0Qyrukj-z2q-toE6ih3PzE3XxYrL-TQI4QYGqUX_oOFvLZQL-FjdhIyJYKNbKUqvbabIlA2IB7HC8lv92Bly3M68oGoGESgogCwU-8Z0sqCY
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%A5%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%95%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%9D-%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9E%E1%83%98%E1%83%A0%E1%83%95%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%A7%E1%83%9D%E1%83%95%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90-328255007802524/
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%A5%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%95%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%9D-%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9E%E1%83%98%E1%83%A0%E1%83%95%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%A7%E1%83%9D%E1%83%95%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90-328255007802524/
https://www.facebook.com/politsamretsxao/
https://www.facebook.com/tvscope/
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%A5%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1%E1%83%A2%E1%83%98%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90-%E1%83%92%E1%83%90%E1%83%95%E1%83%90%E1%83%96%E1%83%98%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%97-493977361343359/?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCy7n0XWcZ9s1hSV7EEayj4WCHFYccmN4lZDk6Lw20MSJVBGDiKiY_I8JojnbhU_aKz7pHqrO_yR1hOVKUwzEpr_xMJl_hRyi02kZyyC9jmp9jSQwwWHJbgVxkyT93qpOYHHK0LaeRQF15gsTrRluCWskP-CBcPqkkiUaQp3-YDVGv0f2LC4fEbO4yjXkvEnM2SQG5WFlUycYxuvCS9ZtRUWOvRZJHcXJsy8A-iwo8MqIIvYXKYmXKI-VBKEVczTgEP-VlWe8h_XiyU0EGV0aFWIYGOOe5zogyHiVyejx6IxUyhhBqkE8jJme5qLRXDfxS2fgSWlABP2EaZo3FMTJCmY7tnKXpubegD-toQ1cN-NXzT5UDNwzwi8fFx5vYV265iTMkcKSlRC_Jb8H5JFTaoxqj2nAE5eV73k0-9Sd4FyohCUnrXVfNPeUL0_411GGITiuOXVAbV4DaqCCijrgiGsLg6AKPhI3d4tBJg7xv28HcJ26wHOfJqgVT-dCI
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%A5%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1%E1%83%A2%E1%83%98%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90-%E1%83%92%E1%83%90%E1%83%95%E1%83%90%E1%83%96%E1%83%98%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%97-493977361343359/?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCy7n0XWcZ9s1hSV7EEayj4WCHFYccmN4lZDk6Lw20MSJVBGDiKiY_I8JojnbhU_aKz7pHqrO_yR1hOVKUwzEpr_xMJl_hRyi02kZyyC9jmp9jSQwwWHJbgVxkyT93qpOYHHK0LaeRQF15gsTrRluCWskP-CBcPqkkiUaQp3-YDVGv0f2LC4fEbO4yjXkvEnM2SQG5WFlUycYxuvCS9ZtRUWOvRZJHcXJsy8A-iwo8MqIIvYXKYmXKI-VBKEVczTgEP-VlWe8h_XiyU0EGV0aFWIYGOOe5zogyHiVyejx6IxUyhhBqkE8jJme5qLRXDfxS2fgSWlABP2EaZo3FMTJCmY7tnKXpubegD-toQ1cN-NXzT5UDNwzwi8fFx5vYV265iTMkcKSlRC_Jb8H5JFTaoxqj2nAE5eV73k0-9Sd4FyohCUnrXVfNPeUL0_411GGITiuOXVAbV4DaqCCijrgiGsLg6AKPhI3d4tBJg7xv28HcJ26wHOfJqgVT-dCI
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%A5%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98-%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%AE%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%9B%E1%83%AC%E1%83%98%E1%83%A4%E1%83%9D-2224551794472950/
https://www.facebook.com/Information.Pagee/?eid=ARA-PCRMjYLeYm4J9oAscOqKczJ7QFgWi-4KuPge5bPr1b4wqGyGcf7O3Bv9911GaRrAAp9xNZtOcYaf
https://www.facebook.com/Information.Pagee/?eid=ARA-PCRMjYLeYm4J9oAscOqKczJ7QFgWi-4KuPge5bPr1b4wqGyGcf7O3Bv9911GaRrAAp9xNZtOcYaf
https://www.facebook.com/Information.Pagee/?eid=ARA-PCRMjYLeYm4J9oAscOqKczJ7QFgWi-4KuPge5bPr1b4wqGyGcf7O3Bv9911GaRrAAp9xNZtOcYaf
https://www.facebook.com/Information.Pagee/?eid=ARA-PCRMjYLeYm4J9oAscOqKczJ7QFgWi-4KuPge5bPr1b4wqGyGcf7O3Bv9911GaRrAAp9xNZtOcYaf
https://www.facebook.com/sulitqartvel/
https://www.facebook.com/NacebisDasacini/
https://www.facebook.com/NacebisDasacini/
https://www.facebook.com/PatriotuliGverdi/
https://www.facebook.com/sircxviliskoridori/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARBXyyvIyHOGE3sp1OW50FtxNTu2cag7ELb05AqXEYwIycG3iu2eqkbAWwtCiT1pJdYFcxCRBhO9DT9n&hc_ref=ARSyRvMDVpYrA9DZAG7b6vpRVWfuSuWB5lJ6NS_RW8C6SuL2hhJAttuWLBTvD3fRVbc&fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/Antiliberal-League-%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A2%E1%83%98%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%91%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98-%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%92%E1%83%90-2029505250478169/?__tn__=%2Cd%2CP-R&eid=ARBzloH1eI84USOccQjkzNgZ4t_epdHeEEeSusDpLlgAYIgy-2_cjLpXlpR-yp1oZgqepbkIIwA6o11d
https://www.facebook.com/Antiliberal-League-%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A2%E1%83%98%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%91%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98-%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%92%E1%83%90-2029505250478169/?__tn__=%2Cd%2CP-R&eid=ARBzloH1eI84USOccQjkzNgZ4t_epdHeEEeSusDpLlgAYIgy-2_cjLpXlpR-yp1oZgqepbkIIwA6o11d
https://www.facebook.com/Antiliberal-League-%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A2%E1%83%98%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%91%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98-%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%92%E1%83%90-2029505250478169/?__tn__=%2Cd%2CP-R&eid=ARBzloH1eI84USOccQjkzNgZ4t_epdHeEEeSusDpLlgAYIgy-2_cjLpXlpR-yp1oZgqepbkIIwA6o11d
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გიორგი აღაპიშვილის 
ბლოგი (after changing the 
name, it is called “Artificial 

Intelligence Blog”) 
22.07.2019 

Admin:  - 3 

      Beqa Vardosanidze • 
ბექა ვარდოსანიძე 

17.04.2018 

Admin:  - 5 

    

სექტა 

16.11.2018 

Admin:  - 1 

      Anti-Paradox  (Deleted) 
  

    

ორი გვამი უნდათ 

15.11.2018 

Admin:  - 11 

      არა გენდერს და ლგბტ 
პროპაგანდას 

29.08.2018 
Admin:  - 1 

    

გრიგოლ შტაბკვარწირა 
20.07.2018 

Admin:  - 5 

      Unofficial Conspiracies 
01.06.2018 

Admin:  - 4 

    

მახსოვს/Makhsovs 

06.07.2018 

Admin:  - 3 

    

  

   ანტი-ლიბერალური 

გვერდი 

22.06.2018 

Admin:  - 10 

    

პოლიტიკური სანაგვე 

27.06.2018 

Admin:  - 12 

      მოვკვდები 
საქართველოსთვის 

15.06.2018 

Admin:  11 

    

ნაციონალისტის გვერდი 

23.08.2018 

Admin:  - 3 

       ნუ 

გამოლიბერალდები, 

იაზროვნე 

27.05.2017 
Admin:  - 2 

    

ჩვენი დროის გმირი/Heroo 
02.04.2018 

Admin:  - 7 

      შენ ხარ საქართველო 
06.10.2017 

Admin:  3 

    

იყავი და გაგაკეთებინა 

02.03.2018 

Admin:  - 11 

      დადუმებული 
ქართველობა 

10.01.2016 

Admin:  5 

    

არ დაივიწყო წარსული  

21.07.2017 

Admin:  - 8 

      ალტ-კლუბი (previously 

called Anti-Liberal Club)  

15.11.2015 

Admin:  - 13 

    

ნაცია ადამიანი? 

11.07.2017 

Admin:  - 5 

      Revelation 

16.06.2014 

Admin:  6 

    

ძაან უდუმაშვილი 

27.06.2017 

Admin:  - 3 

      წინაპარათა 
ნაკვალევზე  
25.02.2013 
Admin:  3 

    

ტერენტი გლდანელი 
09.06.2016 

Admin:  - 1 

           

ერთიანი ცინიკური 
მოძრაობა 

10.07.2014 

Admin:  - 5 

           

ერთიანი პროვოკაციული 

მოძრაობა 

27.04.2013 

Admin:  - 16 

           

ნუ გეშინია მიშა 

12.09.2012 

Admin:  - 11 

           

მიხეილ უკრაინოლოგი 

15.08.2012 

Admin:  - 10 

            

 

https://www.facebook.com/GiorgiAgapishviliBlogpost/
https://www.facebook.com/GiorgiAgapishviliBlogpost/
https://www.facebook.com/beqavardosanidzeofficial/
https://www.facebook.com/beqavardosanidzeofficial/
https://www.facebook.com/seqtaa/
https://www.facebook.com/origvamiundat/
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90-%E1%83%92%E1%83%94%E1%83%9C%E1%83%93%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%93%E1%83%90-%E1%83%9A%E1%83%92%E1%83%91%E1%83%A2-%E1%83%9E%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%9E%E1%83%90%E1%83%92%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%93%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1-502534593553528/
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90-%E1%83%92%E1%83%94%E1%83%9C%E1%83%93%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%93%E1%83%90-%E1%83%9A%E1%83%92%E1%83%91%E1%83%A2-%E1%83%9E%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%9E%E1%83%90%E1%83%92%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%93%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1-502534593553528/
https://www.facebook.com/shtabkvartsiraofficial/
https://www.facebook.com/BlackRavenn/
https://www.facebook.com/Makhosvsdaardamaviwydeba/
https://www.facebook.com/altinfocom2/
https://www.facebook.com/altinfocom2/
https://www.facebook.com/Politikurisanagve/
https://www.facebook.com/MovkvdebiSakartvelostviss/
https://www.facebook.com/MovkvdebiSakartvelostviss/
https://www.facebook.com/SakartveloKartveliKartuli/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARAcNuIjsCty8oPw22pUVoHLWHsi2qQVgT_-rYdNVdNAQWaqQPNRUr6j4aEDEB2vP2K9cMmvrvfshMfR&hc_ref=ARSI2fqfunCGkCBZfDzj_uEVQtNeFAonET5R5k7Il0zGynCpct0kd7n1YIYwIyUe2j8&fref=nf&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDpJmFyDEFklPNJEuLZ3LrWIMmMVCs2-EkbIAOLD65RsmvjwOFR0JEjuwyFexQYPyxDvHppo9krg3w6rwfsqh0PKkJfG1iLcwUrQBHKj-LzFCj6wZUBHkU68y_9hF1Gr9pDiATPH8dBH6GyCoj3Xr9fAgGFTaEsj3d2yt9mCWqY0KrdEHAljFe7SMXQvP6fNNxuOVyzjcoxsz06D9CqN9-Srlk_CECXf19K-2KjgWy3Wq5Et3taroXqMKdn6YjCvDnoCZs-DmeoSRt0Mq1-KPIs0O0X1-Qw8rw3bt6zXoADwDRq0KJdpfT_IKoAn4e5bo8orVyZ2DK1HJQFMj7Un6KfHwSGNkznn2U
https://www.facebook.com/dontbealiberal/
https://www.facebook.com/dontbealiberal/
https://www.facebook.com/dontbealiberal/
https://www.facebook.com/essadvkvdebit/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARDrL-3RgagmkZ65yl_zf7EJzMUPI8s9dy3-6b2XsleBrddzNwRlhA_2BQM-ujb75V2yiawI7A_9im18&hc_ref=ARQPlDV_i0C89I0JpY5xxG4t1ZM1uBw3K1m_XO9HJxp2Y8RdjIiNQDfi_3aOP4g4VaQ&fref=nf&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBUEZ7iWLSD9H5ymQM2eUhFM6e-q29TDn7gKrvmSbvYyFLgMNIaThP7XqbO8L8zR0gv1xcRe9NkcPNabRNrIIKIM8wq57HfqlF7oei5VwAPlni_ahagfZXIg5OvVgA3RwO_oMKFEN7Bkfkw0zdTh8LzVydVFADQpZM4JqcTUkX_GKt2gZKHWXo3hzQ24XF8e3XnrqUri6oKmVYqeiG2D6PeSChJz6V2_sVIJd-gpq4PCylKw90Wte54eOxhzVFmNjCSbR5SFTLai5moRLNXWPAzbkrxAZv3AVZ0e0yD9kAeHaKoVq2MeNsR0rMwtfFQg9DeNmnGRgJKqCAygO4k_0w
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%A8%E1%83%94%E1%83%9C-%E1%83%AE%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0-%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%A5%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%95%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%9D-133433490557782/
https://www.facebook.com/Ikavidagageketebina/
https://www.facebook.com/Qartveloba1/
https://www.facebook.com/Qartveloba1/
https://www.facebook.com/ardaivicko/
https://www.facebook.com/ALTKLUBI/
https://www.facebook.com/naciaadamiani/
https://www.facebook.com/U.Conspiracies/
https://www.facebook.com/Dzaanuduma/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARAo3RRrqTG8Podxv8jOgzTyclGphLmrGXCpHihR8hZQCwwECAyy8uFbYggMM0EAcpIUsAnF4gf19R6e&hc_ref=ARSJviz1wwnlb8BuOti5K39ZMIDWoms-0y76PoQqy2JZydXXURc2QW65-0f59sjAyAc
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%AC%E1%83%98%E1%83%9C%E1%83%90%E1%83%9E%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%90-%E1%83%9C%E1%83%90%E1%83%99%E1%83%95%E1%83%90%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%96%E1%83%94-424225434328183/
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%AC%E1%83%98%E1%83%9C%E1%83%90%E1%83%9E%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%90-%E1%83%9C%E1%83%90%E1%83%99%E1%83%95%E1%83%90%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%96%E1%83%94-424225434328183/
https://www.facebook.com/terentigldaneli1/
https://www.facebook.com/ertiani.cinikuri.modzraoba/
https://www.facebook.com/ertiani.cinikuri.modzraoba/
https://www.facebook.com/UNM5UPM/
https://www.facebook.com/UNM5UPM/
https://www.facebook.com/nugeshiniamisha/
https://www.facebook.com/mikheilukrainologi/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARCIyi-WOj-WjzmTyLJsz22uEp4TW88KwQKOVgZUsOtqxb8qjUkLMv848D_4jr4kBbXq25FhXUn--Yax&hc_ref=ARS7rgY2yC6oNM0XDTGhokuZzfYyqhD6gRMsHgWJuuhQrupaO3X2h5x_gerTe2ZqjP8&fref=nf
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Affiliation of information pages with Georgian Dream  

Two cases were revealed when a page operating as a media outlet was either administered by a party 
activist (G the TV), or in the past the page operated using the name of Georgian Dream (საინფორმაციო 
გვერდი / Information page). 

The page G the TV positioning itself on Facebook as a media outlet names გიორგი გიორგაძე (Giorgi 
Giorgadze), member of the ruling Georgian Dream party, as its admin.    

 

 

Like G the TV, “საინფორმაციო გვერდი / Information page” is also positioning itself as an information 
media outlet; initially, the page was registered as “ევროპული არჩევანი / evropuli archevani” on 
February 4, 2014, but later on February 20, 2014, it was renamed to “თვითმართველობის არჩევნები / 
ქართული ოცნება” (Self-Government Elections/Georgian Dream). Presently, it is operating as 
Information Page. The page has changed its name nine times:  

 

https://www.facebook.com/giorgi.giorgadze.520
https://www.facebook.com/GTHE.TV/?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCgmTAP2SHSCP-dFB7aPGEGouKbgTpLv7zyywHLu9zK6KdhDfcySPZKUIcJcxJ2lFjsMvjG5qhpDPcbW6a5MvVrnPl9T1z05nQzpsvcHAUMzrwMHI8hxKL6ovMpsE7yN9s87C0tIe3-fzwfCGduuM3G5_fhaYUKjIrKKFz5GTwL3cWrTFfanFcp9x38WLfGdj3X5PXNCyUNChaSHbDAxgeG2_GU_8_aBFnxt8U_1jdoy6aqj-qWN5cgW0LIov15VgQpY4PXFsnZ1-Dm67ANbYykpbZwiXzdol-a9FGHayWJaDw-NCedW7sHFpqRRUmXLerJIJUp9OQDRYuigC5puA6_1ggvtJtfFNhDlCryrSKF5_bi5ez_-E23-BmP5VGLGQq0Qyrukj-z2q-toE6ih3PzE3XxYrL-TQI4QYGqUX_oOFvLZQL-FjdhIyJYKNbKUqvbabIlA2IB7HC8lv92Bly3M68oGoGESgogCwU-8Z0sqCY
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Page management  

The monitoring has revealed that an open Facebook group “საინტერესო” (Interesting) is administered by 
anti-liberal page ““მოვკვდები საქართველოსთვის” (I will die for Georgia). One of the group admins, a 
user named “Giorgi Imnadze” is a deleted profile, which, as a result of MDF’s examination, turned out to be 
a troll. Imnadze replaced a troll-admin “Giorgi Bidzinashvili,” who was spreading messages against the 
government’s opponents in the same group, stealing the identity of Вконтакте user Sergey Zakharyan; 
presently, Bidzinashvili’s profile is also deleted.   
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The government-affiliated pages have a total of 295 admins; among them, the pages targeting opponents  
- 162, the pages of media outlets with pro-government editorial policy – 96; pages belonging to and 
supporting Georgian Dream – 37. The majority of them – 30 admins – administer the Facebook page of 
Kvira.ge, a media outlet with pro-government editorial policy.  

Pages targeting 
opponents    

Admin - 162 

Pages belonging to 
and supporting the 

ruling party   
Admin - 37 

Pages of media outlets with pro-government editorial 
policy   

Admin - 96 

Pages of traditional media outlets  
Admin - 53 

Facebook media 
Admin - 43 

 
Anti-liberal and anti-Western pages have a total of 82 and 17 admins, respectively. A total of 10 admins 
administer the pages of various types.  

Anti-liberal pages  
Admin - 82 

Anti-Western 
Admin - 17 

Various 
Admin -13 

 
It is worth noting that an anti-Western page Azimuth, which is involved in the organized campaign against 
protests and which is affiliated with the ultranationalist movement Georgian March, has 15 admins with 
one of them administering from the Russian Federation.  

 

The monitoring has revealed five Facebook pages, which were spreading identical content at short 
intervals in order to discredit the rally. It means that these pages might be administered by one and the 
same people. Four of these pages are spreading anti-Liberal content (Pressტიტუცია/Presstitution, 3,14 
ზდეც, Fაქტები and  Revelation), and one – anti-Western (Blue Soviet Union / ლურჯი საბჭოთა 
კავშირი). 

Sponsored posts  

50 sponsored posts were released against the protest rallies during the monitoring period. Most of these 
posts - 44 - were released on the government-affiliated pages and least of them – 6 – on anti-liberal pages.  

Pages targeting 
opponents  

Pages belonging to or 
supporting Georgian 
Dream 

Pages of media outlets 
with pro-government 
editorial policy 

Anti-liberal pages 

36 
Sponsored posts  

5 
Sponsored posts 

 3  
Sponsored posts 

6 
 Sponsored posts 
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Detailed information about sponsored posts is available on the slider: 
https://albumizr.com/skins/bandana/index.php?key=9Mxp  

Identical content  

The monitoring has revealed five Facebook pages, which were spreading identical content at short 
intervals in order to discredit the rally. It means that these pages might be administered by one and the 
same people. Four of these pages are spreading anti-Liberal content (Pressტიტუცია/Presstitution, 3,14 
ზდეც, Fაქტები and  Revelation), and one – anti-Western (Blue Soviet Union / ლურჯი საბჭოთა 
კავშირი). Identical content was spread according to the following scheme: initially the post was spread by 
the page Pressტიტუცია/Presstitution; then the same material was spread by other pages. For example, in 
one instance, the page Pressტიტუცია/Presstitution posted a photo of Shota Digmelashvili, one of the 
leaders of the protest rally, with a caption “Shotiko Digmelashvili, the leading anus of rapid reaction 
anuses. I demand this Cho I Lari1 to change his name and instead choose the name, which does not 
contain the name of my district.” The photo with an identical caption was spread by the four above 
mentioned pages in a coordinated manner.   

 

 

                                                           
1 an insulting term in Georgian 

https://albumizr.com/skins/bandana/index.php?key=9Mxp
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In another instance, the above mentioned pages virally spread the photo of the protest rally shot from the 
Parliament building depicting only few people outside the Parliament in an attempt to illustrate that the 
protests express the interests of a small group.  

 

 

Key messages and scheme of spreading  

The following messages were spread to discredit the rally and justify the government’s actions:   

o The protesters are representatives of LGBT community and they are imposing homosexuality on us;  
o The protesters are fighting against the church, Orthodoxy;  
o The rally ongoing on Rustaveli Avenue is illegal and represents an attempted revolution;  
o The demonstrators have been bribed by the opposition; 
o The proportional electoral system is anti-constitutional.  

Several Facebook pages targeting Georgian Dream’s opponents spread sexist messages against 
opposition leaders, Tina Bokuchava and Elene Khoshtaria. Moreover, the pro-government pages were 
generalizing Nino Burjanadze’s visit to Moscow to the entire opposition spectrum.  
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Linking the protest rally to LGBT groups  

Like during the June protests, protesters were again associated with LGBT groups. For this purpose, the 
remarks made by Davit Berdzenishvili of the Republican Party at the rally regarding equality were torn out 
of the context and spread in a homophobic context, while Berdzenishvili himself was referred to in an 
insulting and homophobic manner.  

On November 18, several Facebook pages simultaneously posted Berdzenishvili’s video. The sponsored 
content was spread by anti-liberal pages - “სულით ქართველი” (Spiritually Georgian) and “მოვკვდები 
საქართველოსთვის” (I will die for Georgia). A fragment of Berdzenishvili’s speech was torn out of the 
context and spread by anti-liberal page “Pressტიტუცია” and a pro-government media outlet 
Marshalpress. The material was shared by anti-liberal and anti-Western pages, as well as the pages 
targeting the ruling party’s opponents and troll accounts.  

 

Posts with identical content were spread in an organized manner to discredit the rally, inculcating a threat 
of LGBT people’s possible coming to power. For example, an anti-liberal page Pressტიტუცია/Presstitution 
spread a protester’s photo, which was then spread by other anti-liberal pages and one anti-Western page 
with an interval of three minutes on December 1, from 5:30 to 5:33.   
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Protesters are fighting against the church and Christianity  

Pro-government, as well as anti-liberal and anti-Western Facebook pages shared virally and in an 
organized manner a fragment from one of the protester’s speech, who referred to the clergy as Mafiosi 
wearing vestments. The speech was generalized to the entire rally, while protesters were portrayed as 
fighters against the church and Christianity. The Facebook page “ქრისტიანებმა გავაზიაროთ” (Let’s 
Christians share it) sponsored the post, while the pages supporting the Georgian Dream party, as well as 
anti-liberal and anti-Western pages shared the post.  
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The rally is orchestrated by the National Movement; protesters are bribed by the opposition  

The Facebook pages targeting the opposition (“ნუ გეშინია მიშა” (Don’t be afraid Misha), “ორი გვამი 
უნდათ” (They need two corpses), “მახსოვს/Makhsovs” (I remember) and “სექტა” (Sect), as well as anti-
liberal page “Anti-Paradox” were spreading the message as if the rally on Rustaveli Avenue was 
orchestrated by the National Movement.  

 

Pro-government Facebook pages, as well as anti-opposition and anti-liberal pages were spreading 
information in an organized manner as if people attending the rally were bribed by the opposition with 
money and marijuana.  
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Second Maidan  

Pro-government Facebook pages described the rally as an attempt to trigger destabilization, violence, 
revolution, coup and even second Maidan. Such posts were sponsored in some cases. Anti-liberal pages 
and Facebook media outlets were involved in spreading this narrative and justifying the government’s 
actions. 

 

Proportional electoral system is unconstitutional  

Amid ongoing protests, the ruling party’s official Facebook page “ქართული ოცნება” (Georgian Dream) 
and the pages supporting the ruling party, among them “ბიძინა ივანიშვილის მხარდამჭერები/Bidzina 
Ivanishvili” and “Bidzina Ivanishvili & Media”, as well as pro-government Facebook media “Caucasus News 
Report” and “საინფორმაციო გვერდი” (Information Page, which was previously named “ქართული 
ოცნება/თვითმმართველობის არჩევნები” (Georgian Dream/Self-Government Elections) were sharing 
one and the same video clips through sponsored posts, trying to convince the public that the proposed 
proportional electoral model contradicted the constitution of Georgia.     

 .  
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Sexist messages  

To discredit the opposition leaders, Facebook pages supporting the ruling party and targeting its opponents 
were spreading sexist messages against MPs and opposition leaders, Tina Bokuchava and Elene 
Khoshtaria. For example, “Leader 41:” “They say that stupid women are participating in the rallies;” Mikheil 
Ukrainologi: “If Bokuchava had justified her surname, she would have been Minetava.”  

   

Generalizing Burjanadze’s Moscow visit to the entire opposition spectrum 

On December 3, 2019, after Nino Burjanadze, leader of the Democratic Movement – United Georgia party, 
left for Moscow, the pages involved in the campaign discrediting the protest rallies tried to generalize her 
visit to the entire opposition spectrum. For example, the processed photo depicting Giga Bokeria, Tina 
Bokuchava, Davit Bakradze and other opposition leaders standing beside Russian President Vladimir 
Putin was shared by the page targeting the government’s opponents ((ნაცების დასაცინი 
ოფიციალური სააგენტო), as well anti-liberal (Pressტიტუცია/Presstitution, 3,14 ზდეც, Fაქტები, 
Revelation) and anti-Western (Blue Soviet Union / ლურჯი საბჭოთა კავშირი) pages.  
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The pages targeting the government’s opponents, among them “იყავი და გაგეკეთებინა” (You had been 
and should have done) and “სირცხვილის კორიდორი”, (Shame Corridor), as well as anti-Western page 
“Azimuth” were sharing Russian airline Aeroflot’s fake Tbilisi-Yerevan-Moscow ticket in the name of Grigol 
Vashadze. The page “ინფორმაცია დღეს” (Information Today) created on August 16, 2019 was 
involved in spreading the fake air ticket. The only post released by the page is just related to Vashadze’s 
fake ticket; moreover, the name of the page creates an impression that the source is an information page.  
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Dynamics of activities of Facebook pages  

The Myth Detector has analyzed the dynamics of activities of Facebook pages involved in discrediting the 
protest rallies from November 10 to December 10. The highest activity of Facebook pages was observed 
in a period between November 14 and November 25 that relatively decreased later.  

The chart below provides a table of activity of the Facebook page “Shame Corridor,” showing that its 
activity reached a peak on November 14-17.  

 

As shown on the chart comparing the November-December activities of “Shame Corridor,” in November, 
the page activity figures doubled compared to October proving that this pro-government page starts active 
communication in the situations, when the government faces a crisis.    

In most cases, we have observed similar dynamics in the activities of other Facebook pages identified 
through the monitoring.   
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